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Religious News 
General 
Bible ownership and Bible reading are at 
high levels in the United Sta tes according 
to an extensive survey just released by the 
Christian Bible Society. M o r e than a third 
of the families in the study indicated Bible 
reading to be a par t of their life patterns, 
and nearly a fourth of all church members 
are involved in some kind of group Bible 
study. 
T h e 5 0 0 0 f a m i l i e s s t u d i e d w e r e 
preselected to c o n f o r m to the latest 
available U.S . Census Data for population 
density, geographic dis tr ibut ion, age, fami-
ly income, and family size. Some of the 
major findings of the study are: 
* Better than 98% of all American 
homes have at least one Bible, and the 
national average is nearly four Bibles 
per home. 
* Many people are participating in 
some kind of group Bible study. 31% 
of the families studied had at least one 
member involved in regular group 
Bible study. 
* 52.5% of the women and 27.4% of the 
men indicated that Bible reading is a 
part of their life pat tern . However, 
only 16.6% of the women and 8.3% of 
the men stated they read the Bible as 
often as 21 or more times per month. 
* In response to a question on "which 
Bible do you read?" the King James 
Version w a s c h o s e n by m o r e 
respondents than all other versions 
combined. 34.8% of those studied 
showed a preference for the King 
James Version. The Living Bible was 
chosen second (11.0%, the New 
American (Ca tho l i c ) Bible third 
(6.8%), the Revised Standard Version 
fourth (6.0%), and the Good News 
Bible fifth (5.6%). All other versions 
together totaled less than 3%. 
Nationwide, att i tudes toward the Bible 
vary considerably according to the study. 
Respondents were asked to identify which 
of three basic s tatements best identified 
their feelings about the Bible. Nationally, 
including all denominat ions as well as non-
churched persons, 44.6% affirmed the Bible 
to be the "inspired Word of God and 
completely t rue ." 27.6% said the Bible is 
inspired "but may contain factual e r ror . " 
22.1% indicated that the Bible is " an 
ancient book of history and moral precepts 
recorded by men." 
Free Churches' Membership Down; 
Methodists Cite Major Loss 
A majo r drop of 53,771 in overall 
membership of Britain 's leading Free 
Churches is reported in the 1979 Directory 
of the Free Church Federal Council , just 
published. It follows a trend which has 
existed for several years. The directory 
says the total membership of the Churches 
in 1978 was 1,129,526, as compared to 
1,183,297 in 1977. In 1976, the total was 
1,203,085. 
The biggest loss was reported by the 
Methodist Church , which is England's 
largest Free Church . Its membership last 
year was 516,798, as against 557,249 in 
1977. 
to page five 
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ANOf 1 ICAl P R f S S ASSOCIATION 
From the Editor 
This column is being written in the wake of Pope John 
Paul li s very successful trip to Latin America. Ayatollah 
Ruhollah Khomeini has just flown to Iran to be welcomed 
by crowds estimated to be in the millions. Vice-premier 
Teng Hsiao-ping is making international waves as he tours 
the United States. 
The pope has no battalions. Khomeini seems more like a 
holy man than a political figure. But they both influence 
millions by the sheer power of the faith they hold and 
represent. To a great extent Teng's influence is an 
ideological one. The great changes in China have been 
ideological. 
The Shah of Iran attempted to maintain his power and 
that of the government by armed force but had to yield to 
the pressure exerted by an aged mystic living in exile 2,000 
miles away. 
One does not need to sanction either the methods nor 
the faith to respect the power of an idea. Force may delay 
the realization of an idea or the spread of a faith but 
cannot destroy it. The weapons of military force are no 
match for the power of an idea or the commitment of faith. 
The great battles are spiritual and must be fought with 
spiritual weapons. We who are Christians should know 
this. It is written deep in our history as well as in our faith. 
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Congregations relate to people and minister to needs, so it is 
important to discover 
Who We Are and Where We Are 
John Arthur Byers 
There was a certain anxiety in the speaker's voice. He 
was commenting that his congregation had begun one 
church growth program and now was considering getting 
involved in a second one. As he continued to talk, there 
was an expression of concern that he not be seen as against 
growth. Yet he was experiencing frustration and possibly a 
degree of guilt. In listening to him talk it occurred to me 
that this brother did not lack for company. Numerous 
pastors can readily identify with his situation. What is it 
that produces such a condition? It could well be because 
the congregation has not discovered its ministry. 
It is rather apparent that many Brethren in Christ 
congregations have an awareness of God's mandate to be 
fishers of men (Mt. 13:47), to produce fruit (Jn. 15:5), and 
to bring in the people from the highways and hedges (Lk. 
14:21). We accept the fact that our congregations have a 
mission and are committed to being "missionaries." So we 
set goals and develop programs. We pray fervently and 
work hard and it flops. Then it is tempting to feel that 
church growth is either a false concept or that we are 
somehow different. While we know neither of these is true, 
it seems like the best way out. What really needs to happen 
is for each of our congregations to spend time discovering 
itself and to whom it is ministering. 
In the process of discovering a congregation's ministry 
there are two essentials. (It is assumed that the congrega-
tion is a Spirit-filled and compassionate people.) One is to 
discover what they are like as a people. Two, to find out 
who the people are to whom they are reaching out. 
How would you describe the image of your con-
gregation? Would you have a consensus? It is worth while 
to survey the people and learn how they see the congrega-
tion. Some will say it's a friendly church. Others may point 
to its programs or preaching. Another question to research 
would be what is the purpose of the congregation. Is it a 
defender of the faith, a forum for evangelism, or a 
laboratory where the members endeavor to make the truth 
of the Word a reality in their lives? Perhaps it is several of 
these, all of them or more. But, does the congregation have 
an understood purpose for its existence? 
Then there are the expectations of the congregation. 
Many a congregation has experienced difficult moments 
because of differing expectations. Some expect the 
ministries of the church to be for them. Some are willing 
to teach a Sunday School class but outreach is for the 
pastor. Then there are those who feel the congregational 
The writer is bishop of the Atlantic Regional Conference. 
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ministries are on target while some feel they could not be 
further from center. 
How does a congregation discover a composite of itself? 
There are some prepared p rograms such as the 
Congregational Analysis Program and the Congregational 
Goal Discovery Plan. These are excellent. However, a 
congregation may choose to use its own resources to 
develop its own method. The important thing is that the 
congregation discovers who it is and how it sees itself as a 
people of God. 
After a congregation has identified itself, it is ready to 
look at its community. We are aware that to aim at 
nothing is to hit nothing. Just what are the areas that the 
congregation considers its territory? It may be a five- or 
ten-mile radius from the church. This will depend on 
population density and driving time. Time seems to be a 
more significant factor in determining the area of ministry 
than miles. Twenty to twenty-five minutes of driving time 
is about the maximum distance to drive and still be 
involved in a congregation. The identification of one's 
territory helps to assure the best use of time and energies. 
Upon identifying the community there needs to be an 
acquaintance with the make-up of that community. What 
is the ethnic structure? Is there a predominant age group? 
Are there families, couples or singles? What economic 
class is found there? This tells a congregation how they 
should approach their ministry. Talk to any good fisher-
man and he will tell you that the lure one uses depends on 
the kind of fish you want to catch. So in our ministries. We 
do not approach one who is young and unregenerate in the 
same manner as we would a person who is older and has 
grown indifferent. 
This awareness of who the people are in the community 
helps to determine the type of ministry to be offered. We 
minister to needs. A congregation of a lower income 
section in New York City discovered its community was 
comprised of couples with small children. They began to 
provide free child-care. Soon they experienced a tremen-
dous opportunity to reach these people for Christ. Growth 
resulted. Every community has need. Our task is to know 
our community so well we can discover that need and offer 
ministry. 
I have shared some possibilities for discovering a 
congregation's ministries. I am aware that it is not 
comprehensive. Rather it is an invitation for a congrega-
tion to share in a journey together discovering who they 
are and what is their ministry. The journey will reveal 
unsuspected resources. It will also reveal now unknown 
opportunities for ministry. 
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Jesus reminds us that the kingdom standards are different. 
Power, Weakness, or Servanthood? 
Paul W. Nisly 
Because God has given each of us 
differing gifts, we are at times not sure 
where or how we fit into His kingdom. 
Some of us may be tempted to think 
too highly of ourselves; many others of 
us are tempted to think too meanly of 
ourselves. 
In his provocative book, The Strong 
and the Weak, Paul Tournier suggests 
that when we meet someone we tend to 
evaluate ourselves in relationship to 
the other person. We see ourselves as 
"weak" in comparison with some, 
"strong" in comparison with others. 
Thus with my academic dean I may 
view myself as being in a weak posi-
tion, but with a timid freshman I may 
perceive myself as operating from a 
position of strength. At our jobs, in 
our neighborhoods, at our churches, 
we are inclined to categorize people as 
strong or weak. 
Tournier argues that there is a great 
illusion about categories: the illusion is 
that there are two categories in which 
to place people. The truth, he says, is 
that we are more alike than we im-
agine; what is different is the "mask" 
we wear. "All men, in fact are weak. 
All are weak because all are afraid of 
being trampled underfoot. They are all 
afraid of their inner weakness being 
discovered." (p. 21) 
No matter how educated we are, 
there are gaps in our knowledge. No 
matter how pious we are, there are 
areas of weakness and failure in our 
lives. We are all weak, Tournier says, 
and we are afraid of being found out. 
I f he is right, what options are open to 
us? 
The Temptation of Power 
One common temptation which we 
face is the lure of power. When Jesus 
told his disciples (as recorded in Matt. 
20) tha t he would be whipped, 
mocked, and finally crucified, they 
couldn't understand him. James and 
The writer is a member of the faculty, 
Messiah College, where he serves as chairman 
of the Department of Language, Literature, and 
Fine Arts. This was reprinted from the Gospel 
Herald and is used by permission. 
John said, "Let 's establish a political 
kingdom. Let's rule. And we want 
positions of power in your new 
kingdom." They were afraid: power is 
one response to fear. 
But Jesus told them, "Power is the 
world's game; we play by different 
rules." Jesus wasn't condemning the 
idea of having leaders: human 
societies cannot function well without 
them. But he did object to the urge to 
power. Leaders are often tempted to 
push, to coerce, to manipulate. And 
that is not to be your role, Jesus told 
them. 
Jesus himself had been tempted to 
power when the devil offered him all 
the kingdoms of the world. If you will 
only bow down and serve the prince 
and principle of power, the devil said, 
I will give you personal power. We 
aren't sure how much Jesus knew 
about the cross at this early point in 
his ministry, but it seems probable 
that he already understood that he was 
to suffer and die. Thus the devil's 
tempting him to power was com-
pelling: avoid the way of servanthood 
and the cross by taking power to 
yourself. But Jesus refused to take 
illegitimate power. 
The Temptation of Weakness 
Perhaps the temptation to power is 
not a serious one for you. Possibly you 
are tempted to use the approach of 
weakness (which may be masked as 
meekness). Thus, for example, when 
someone asks you to perform this or 
that task, you respond, " N o , I 
couldn't do that. Let Mike do it; he is 
much more articulate than I am." Or 
"Ruth has so much leadership ability; 
I just hate to chair a committee when 
she is available." 
Jesus' parable about the talents of 
money is primarily addressed to those 
who are tempted to "use" weakness. 
All three servants in the parable had 
been entrusted with money. Two in-
vested the funds and received good 
returns; the third was so cautious that 
he didn't deal with the money at all. 
When the master returned, he was 
gratified by the good management of 
the two, but he was angered by the 
improvidence of the third. This ser-
vant was not a profligate spender: he 
was a great conserver. But the Master 
does not say, "Well done, good and 
faithful servant; you have kept the 
money." The parable is directed 
against the attitude which suggests, 
"I 'm not worth much and I wasn't 
given much, so I'm not going to do 
anything." 
We are not to denigrate ourselves, 
not to deny our worth as persons. A 
m o r e r e s p o n s i b l e a c t is t o 
acknowledge our weakness and 
fear—for those are common human 
traits. Some people hide their fears; 
others recognize them and then are 
better able to cope with them. A year 
or two ago I heard a distinguished 
professor of history at a major univer-
sity, a man who is also an ordained 
minister and an effective speaker, ad-
mit openly that he feels a queasiness in 
the pit of his stomach whenever he 
faces a new audience. He was able to 
confront his weakness. As Tournier 
says, "Faith does not suppress fear; 
what it does is to allow us to go 
forward in spite of it." (p. 93) 
All of us are weak; but all of us are 
important to God's kingdom. No one 
is unnecessary; all are vital. In fact, 
says the Apostle Paul, "God has 
arranged the parts in the body [of 
Christ], every one of them just as he 
wanted them to be." (1 Cor. 12:18 
N I V ) W e a r e G o d ' s s p e c i a l 
creation—whether we work behind the 
scenes or whether we are highly visi-
ble. Paul urges that to ask who is more 
important in the Kingdom is to ask the 
wrong question. 
The Call to Servanthood 
All of us are important to the divine 
plan, but being of significance should 
not lead to power, but to humility. The 
biblical perspective is not that we pass 
from the camp of the weak to the 
camp of the powerful: rather, we are 
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called to servanthood. When the sons 
of Zebedee came to Jesus requesting 
appointments as Secretary of State 
and Secretary of Defense, Jesus 
reminded them that "whoever wants 
to be great among you must be your 
servant, and whoever wants to be first 
must be your slave." (Matt. 20:26-27 
NIV) 
Our Lord did not deny the necessity 
of leadership; after all, he exercised it 
for three years. What he did deny was 
that being a leader confers any special 
privilege or makes one superior to 
other members of the body. 
He himself, the Lord of the uni-
verse, washed the dirty feet of his 
Religious News 
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Christians in Ethiopia Face 
Arrest, Torture and Murder 
A "cul tura l revolut ion" in Ethiopia is 
bringing arres t , tor ture and terror to 
Chris t ians there, according to informat ion 
which has reached New York f rom eye-
witnesses to the anti-religion campaign. 
On the second, third, and fourth Sun-
days of December , numerous churches 
were looted and closed in southern and 
cen t ra l E t h i o p i a . A la rge n u m b e r of 
Chris t ians were imprisoned while at tend-
ing church services. In the Shoa Province 
there were several reports of tor ture. In the 
B a l e P r o v i n c e t h e l o c a l p e a s a n t 
organizat ions were ordered to register all 
evangelical Chris t ians and give them 15 
days to renounce their faith or be executed. 
At least 40 people have already been 
condemned to die. 
Gun Lobby's Congressional Drive: 
Cost Very High, Victories Few 
The gun lobby poured a record $1.3 
million worth of campaign contr ibutions 
into congressional races last November , 
a c c o r d i n g to t he Christian Science 
Monitor. 
The paper said it had examined records 
filed with the Federal Election Commis -
sion by the "poli t ical gift-giving a r m s " of 
the three ma jo r organizat ions lobbying 
against " s t ronger federal firearms con-
trols ." 
" T h e Nat ional Rifle Association ( N R A ) 
alone nearly quintupled its campaign con-
tributions, f rom about $100,000 in 1976 to 
$477,795 in 1978," the Moni to r said, " T h e 
even f r ee r - spend ing Gun O w n e r s of 
America kicked in $340,775, and the Right 
to Keep and Bear A r m s Political Victory 
Fund added about $178,876." 
Despite this outpouring of donations, 
the Monitor said, the gun lobby lost more 
than it won of the House races in which it 
invested most heavily—18 of 30. 
French Protestantism is Booming 
In Roman Catholic Quebec Province 
French Protes tant ism, unknown and 
unheralded in the overwhelmingly R o m a n 
Cathol ic province of Quebec for some 
disciples. Earlier he had referred to 
himself as the good shepherd who lays 
down his life for his sheep. This 
shepherd does not dominate, does not 
d e m a n d tha t his a u t h o r i t y be 
recognized: he serves. 
We are called neither to power and 
dominance nor to weakness and 
humiliation—we are called to ser-
vanthood. And who, we might ask, is 
more important to the kingdom, Peter 
who preached to thousands, or An-
drew who brought him to Christ; Paul 
who travelled widely and established 
churches, or quiet Barnabas who 
detected something valuable in John 
Mark and called him back into ser-
t h r e e c e n t u r i e s , is s u d d e n l y a n d 
dramatical ly experiencing a relative boom. 
Such denominat ions as the Union of 
French Baptist Churches, the Fellowship 
of Evangelical Baptist Churches, the Men-
nonite Brethren and even the British-
originated Anglican Church have become 
significant forces in Quebec. 
The French Protestants , or Huguenots , 
point to the province's "quiet revolution" 
of the 1960s as the catalyst in their growth. 
Th i s was a per iod of Quebec ' s self-
assertion within the Canadian confedera-
tion, a period when intellectuals, students 
and workers discovered a new freedom 
f rom Church influence, traditional educa-
tion and a mastery of their own destiny. 
A m o n g the beneficiaries of this " n e w " 
Q u e b e c w e r e t h e F r e n c h - s p e a k i n g 
Protes tants , a group so small that their 
presence was hardly noticed. 
Today, there are thousands of French-
speaking Protestants in Quebec, worship-
ping in scores of churches or makeshif t 
quarters in private homes. 
12 Million Bibles Distributed 
In East Europe in 33 Years 
Largely due to the efforts of the United 
Bible Societies, an international fellowship 
of 59 Bible societies, nearly 12 million 
copies of Scriptures have been distributed 
in Eastern Europe since World War II. 
The total includes 339,000 copies of 
Scriptures for people in the U S S R . An 
additional 25,000 copies of the Russian 
Bible are being imported through a permit 
g r an t ed in N o v e m b e r by the Soviet 
government at the request of the All-
Union Council of Evangelical Christian-
Baptists, the registered church. Some 5,-
000 concordances will also be printed. 
Observers of Eastern European church 
life have credited the increased Scripture 
distribution with the revitalization of many 
c h u r c h e s i n c l u d i n g r i s e in c h u r c h 
membership and large enrollment in Bible 
studies. 
Cambodian Refugees Back Vietnamese, 
Says Veteran Far East Missionary 
The Vietnamese invasion of Cambodia 
was a Cambodian refugee-backed move to 
end a three-year genocide "unprecedented 
in the history of the world" yet ignored by 
vice; or to be more personal, my 
brother-in-law who has preached in 
many evangelistic meetings, or my 
semi-invalid mother who entered into 
a covenant to pray for him? 
These questons, of course, miss the 
mark. All are called to servanthood. 
But we are tempted to fall into the 
American pattern which is based on 
the premise that worth is based on 
performance, that merit is related to 
success as measured by worldly stan-
dards. But Jesus reminds us that 
kingdom standards are different: 
"Those who are last will be first, and 
those who are first will be last." 
most nations, so stated a missionary who 
served nine years in Cambodia . 
The Rev. Cliff Westergren also believes 
that the 350,000 refugees who had found a 
haven in Vietnam will insist that the 
Vietnamese leave Cambod ia once that 
country is freed of those leaders who 
ordered the slaughter of "easily 2 million 
people." 
The history of the Orient , he insists, 
supports that expectation as well as the 
American decision on Taiwan and the 
hope that Christianity is alive and well 
behind the Bamboo Curta in of mainland 
China. 
Now stationed in Hong Kong, where he 
directs the publication work of the Chris-
t i an and M i s s i o n a r y A l l i a n c e , M r . 
Westergren was in Cambod ia f rom 1956 to 
1965. 
The fact that Vietnam and Cambodia 
both had Communis t governments was 
overridden by the historic enmity between 
the t w o peop le s , a c c o r d i n g to M r . 
Westergren, the Cambodian refugees, he 
held, sided with the Vietnamese because 
they felt the invasion would end the 
genocide and that history eventually would 
force the Vietnamese out again. 
Number of Marriages Grows 
Despite Increase in Divorce 
Nearly 95 per cent of all Americans 
have married or will marry at some time in 
their lives, according to a new Census 
Bureau report of husbands and wives. 
It revealed that despite the widespread 
reports of rising divorce rates and a trend 
toward singlehood, most Amer icans spend 
most of their adult years marr ied. About 
20 per cent of A m e r i c a n s who were 
married have divorced, but most of them 
r e m a r r y , a c c o r d i n g t o t h e r e p o r t , 
"Perspectives on American Husbands and 
Wives." 
About 80 per cent of existing marriages 
in 1975 were composed of couples who 
were both in their first marriages, accord-
ing to the report. 
The report showed that only about 6 per 
cent of men and 4 per cent of women in 
their ear ly 50s have never mar r i ed . 
Interracial marriages have been growing, 
but still comprise only 1 per cent of all 
marriages in the U.S. 
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I Was Hungry. . . 
Edwardo Logo, pastor of the Schick 
Church is treasurer of the Committee for 
Emergency Needs and responsible for the 
distribution of staples. 
days seems so delicious." 
Moises and Cleotilde Martinez are 
well known members of the Schick 
church. He is a member of the 
National Board of Directors and she is 
a leader in the National Ladies Socie-
ty. Moises, with the help of the Men-
non i t e E c o n o m i c D e v e l o p m e n t 
Association, developed a carpentry 
shop that employed up to 20 men on 
the premises and in the field. From 
January through August, work 
diminished and he cut his staff to 2 
men. From August until the present 
moment his 100,000.00 cordobas shop 
has been closed. He used to be always 
on the move directing work in his shop 
and also in the field where contracts 
ran up to one quarter of a million 
cordobas. Presently, he is thrilled if he 
can fix a cupboard or make a door or, 
well just anything. He has been talking 
seriously of going to work in Saudi 
A r a b i a w h e r e a r o u n d 5 , 0 0 0 
Nicaraguans are being hired in con-
struction. 
Mr. & Mrs. Teodoro Morales are 
the parents of five children. Teodoro is 
treasurer and assistant pastor of the 
Esquipulas church. Three months ago 
he was told not to return to work until 
he was recalled. The staff was being 
cut 25%. Several times he has returned 
only to find that further cuts were 
taking place and the situation was 
becoming more critical every day. He, 
like everyone else, looks for work 
every week but it seems that most 
places of employment are now 
to page nine 
In Nicaragua, 1978 has been known 
as the year of political enlightenment 
as the N i c a r a g u a n people have 
struggled to overthrow the oppressive 
dictatorship that for forty years has 
dominated the country. 
For four decades of oppression the 
regime has invaded each and every 
sector of the country depriving its 
citizens each year of more and more 
liberties. The spark that finally started 
the revolt towards political change 
came on January 10th, 1978, when 
P e d r o J o a q u i n C h a m o r r o , the 
N i c a r a g u a n s y m b o l of a n t i -
Somozaism and pro-democratic liber-
ties was assasinated. Much to the 
disgust of the people, ever since his 
murderers were questioned by Presi-
dent Somoza they have been confined 
to rather luxurious quarters and the 
judicial system has made no honest 
attempt toward justice. 
The country has not returned to 
normalcy since then. The immediate 
reaction was the burning of about 8-10 
large factories and office buildings but 
the long range snowballing effect has 
been the turmoil, strikes, civil war, 
and guerilla attacks throughout the 
republic. 
With the wars and rumors of wars, 
the uncertainty over the political 
future, and the reduction in all 
economic areas, many of the factories, 
companies, and stores have been 
forced to react in one of five different 
ways: 1) cutting wages 2) lay off in 
25% - 75% of the work force 3) closing 
the enterprise temporarily 4) moving 
the company to another Central 
American country or 5) bankruptcy. 
This has led directly to the unemploy-
ment of thousands as the economic 
circle tightens more and more in its 
downward spiral. 
For the Brethren in Christ family it 
has meant the unemployment of 60-80 
solid church families and a similar fate 
for yet another 300 families in our 
areas of concentration, though these 
families are not members of our 
churches. As with many statistics 
these seem cold and impersonal but as 
we translate them into the daily pur-
suits of three families our vision is 
enlightened. 
Ruben and Daisy Ebanks are one of 
the pillar families of our middle class 
Bello Horizonte church. Reuben goes 
to work every day as a salesman, often 
spending the entire working period in 
the scorching sun walking and using 
the bus system in order to reach his 
contacts. Most things he sells he won't 
receive commission on until the 
merchandise is brought in from the 
U.S., Japan, or Europe, so he often 
earns a very meagre $3-4.00 per day. 
His problem is complicated by the 
almost total absence of dollars—the 
As the men work at the Santa Rosa 
Church the boys pose for a photo. 
currency used for importing merchan-
dise—a fact that automatically dic-
tates a no import policy. His employer 
says that he will receive his commis-
sion when everything normalizes but 
no one has any idea when that will be. 
The Ebanks have 6 children—1 in 
university, 2 in high school, and 3 in 
the elementary system. Once when I 
took them some rice, split white beans, 
and poor quality corn they were so 
pleased because "Everything these 
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Edwardo Logo, pastor of the Schick 
Church is treasurer of the Committee for 
Emergency Needs and responsible for the 
distribution of staples. 
days seems so delicious." 
Moises and Cleotilde Martinez are 
well known members of the Schick 
church. He is a member of the 
National Board of Directors and she is 
a leader in the National Ladies Socie-
ty. Moises, with the help of the Men-
nonite Economic Development 
Association, developed a carpentry 
shop that employed up to 20 men on 
the premises and in the field. From 
January through August, work 
diminished and he cut his staff to 2 
men. From August until the present 
moment his 100,000.00 cordobas shop 
has been closed. He used to be always 
on the move directing work in his shop 
and also in the field where contracts 
ran up to one quarter of a million 
cordobas. Presently, he is thrilled if he 
can fix a cupboard or make a door or, 
well just anything. He has been talking 
seriously of going to work in Saudi 
A r a b i a where a r o u n d 5,000 
Nicaraguans are being hired in con-
struction. 
Mr. & Mrs. Teodoro Morales are 
the parents of five children. Teodoro is 
treasurer and assistant pastor of the 
Esquipulas church. Three months ago 
he was told not to return to work until 
he was recalled. The staff was being 
cut 25%. Several times he has returned 
only to find that further cuts were 
taking place and the situation was 
becoming more critical every day. He, 
like everyone else, looks for work 
every week but it seems that most 
places of employment are now 
to page nine 
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IGLESIA HERMANOS EN CRISTO 
"MAS DIOS MUESTRA SU AMOR PARA CON NOSOTROS, EN QUE SIENDO 
AUN PECADORES, CRISTO MURIO POR NOSOTROS" 
ROMAN OS 5:8 
January 5 t h , 1979 
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Dreams that 
Come True 
This outside photo shows about one third 
of the total building, which continues off to 
the left of the photo. 
Clothing sales, family nights, and 
special musical programs have been or 
are being planned for community peo-
ple. The Navajo Community Center 
will become increasingly more impor-
tant to the people of this area as its 
availability is made known. 
One of the needs we have at the 
present is to raise funds to pay for the 
chairs in the auditorium. The mission 
purchased 300 well-built folding chairs 
in f a i t h t h a t f u n d s w o u l d be 
forthcoming. The chairs are a long 
time investment which will be used for 
many varied activities. The chairs 
were delivered in October in time for 
the dedication of the building, and are 
now being used for other purposes. 
The chairs cost $7.95 each. 
The custodian of the center is John 
Atencio (see photo). Although the 
staff are all involved in smaller or 
larger ways for maintenance and up-
keep, John comes each Friday to do 
regular custodial work. It is important 
to us to use the community people as 
we are financially able to employ 
them. 
Julia Chavez, a former student, is 
our head cook. She completed a year 
and a half of college before joining the 
mission staff, and is now one of our 
regular staff members. Her quiet way 
of efficiently preparing tasty meals is a 
delight to all who are served. 
The first wedding reception in the new 
building took place in the dining room. 
Marion J. Heisey 
The Navajo Community Center is a 
dream come true! For years, we 
dreamed about a place where the 
Navajo children would be able to play 
indoors during the cold, snowy, wet 
and windy days of the winter. Now it 
is a reality. Some people think New 
Mexico is a land of perpetual sunshine 
and balmy breezes, but it is far 
different than that during the winter 
months! 
The Navajo Mission is situated 
forty-five miles from Farmington, the 
nearest business and entertainment 
center. The people we serve live in a" 
rural, remote area with limited ac-
tivites to occupy their free time. The 
Navajo Community Center provides 
an activity center which will in-
creasingly become more functional 
and serviceable, providing more op-
portunities for work (laundramat), 
play (gymnasium), and socializing 
(dining room and snack bar). 
The boarding school is, of course, 
one of our big users of this facility. 
The children are served all of their 
meals in the new dining room, and 
The staff serve lunch to the school 
children from the new counter and kitchen. 
John Atencio serves as custodian. 
physical education activities utilize the 
gym. 
Two neighboring missions use the 
facility for their basketball practice 
and games, as well as neighborhood 
groups. 
The first wedding reception in the 
dining room was held in November for 
a former student and his new bride, 
Raymond and Maxine Larvingo. 
The cur ren t C H I L D R E N ' S 
M I S S I O N S P R O J E C T is to 
raise $4,000 for chairs and tables 
for the N a v a j o C o m m u n i t y 
Center. 
T ^ J ^ m m m c e n t e r 
I was hungry . . . 
from page six 
adorned by large signs stating " N o Help Wanted." 
To be unemployed isn't necessarily synonymous with 
being idle, however. Members of the Santa Rosa church 
are using their time off to remodel their chapel. Several 
pastors have reported an increased interest in visitation 
and associated church programs as the people seem to be 
saying that if they can't work at their regular job they will 
spend more time in the fulltime service of the King. 
The present situation and its related problems are 
undoubtedly far more complex and grave than those 
associated with the 1972 earthquake. The universal feeling 
then was one of "Let 's get back to work and rebuild 
Managua." There was a desire to normalize; a positive 
constructive attitude in the entire country. 
Today however the feeling is that things could get far 
worse. That until Somoza resigns and leaves Nicaragua 
there is no use trying to do anything because it could be 
instantly destroyed in another war. 
The uncertainty is what really plays havoc. Instead of 
creating a positive atmosphere and stimulating the 
economy and the national spirit, it dampens every facet of 
life. It creates no incentive for action and has led many to 
respond simply but clearly to the commonplace "How are 
you?" question with the answer " I 'm waiting!"; a very 
honest comment on the actual situation. 
With the country and its economy plunging even further 
downhill, it is very reassuring for me, a missionary with 
Nicaragua Update 
January 24—Circumstances concerning the safe-
ty of persons in Nicaragua have changed somewhat 
for the bet ter—at least for the present. With normal 
p recau t ions , the miss ionar ies and the church 
members feel there is relative safety. The Church in 
Nicaragua does appreciate the concerns and prayers 
for them. 
Roy V. Sider 
Secretary of Overseas Ministries 
the Nicaraguan church, to have a mother church respon-
ding to the immediate needs of these families. It is even 
more comforting to know that they can count on the love 
of the Brethren in Christ in United States and Canada for 
long range support; through the present political indeci-
sion, into the solution and along the road to recovery, a 
process that could well last over a year. 
Often we hear churches talk about brotherhood and 
compassion for the needs of others with little actual visible 
proof. It is refreshing and encouraging to know that you, 
"My Beloved Brethren," are living testimonies of Christ's 
servanthood and that there is a profound and sincere desire 
for you to follow this His example. I commend you deeply 
for your love and concern and beseech you to unite even 
deeper in prayer for this troubled country. 
Moises Martinez, standing beside two of his many idled 
carpentry machines. 
Seven Million Copies — Two Years 
Well over 7 million copies of the Good News Bible, which was 
published jus t over two years ago, a re now in circulation here a t 
home and around the world, according to the Amer ican Bible 
Society. 
The precise number of copies in circulat ion as of the close of 
1978 was 7,109,891. This breaks down into 4,177,084 distr ibuted 
by A B S both in the U .S . and overseas; 524,914 through 
commerc ia l book publishing outlets in the U .S . ; and 2,407,893 by 
par tner Bible Societies and associates spread through 158 
countr ies and terri tories. 
When the Good News Bible, in T o d a y ' s English Version, was 
first published, it was the C h r i s t m a s holiday season of 1976. 
People flocked to the sales counter of the Bible Society 's 
headquar te r s in New York , eager not only for copies for 
themselves, but f o r g i v i n g to family and f r iends . Distr ibution in 
this period a lone was well over 1 million copies. 
" Y o u can expect an initial burst of en thus iasm for a new 
publishing venture of this k ind , " said an official of the Amer ican 
Bible Society. " S o m e people are curious. But the real test comes 
over the long haul. W e are pleased at the way people cont inue to 
ask for the G o o d News Bible. I t ' s because it speaks their kind of 
language ." 
This h ighwater mark in Scr ip ture publishing is surpassed by 
the circulat ion record of " G o o d News for Mode rn M a n , " the 
New Tes t amen t par t of the Good News Bible, now renamed the 
" G o o d News New T e s t a m e n t . " 
Near ly 60 million copies of it a re in global circulation, mostly 
in paperback , putt ing it light years ahead of any current book on 
the best-seller list. It was first published in 1966. 
The Good News Bible is a " c o m m o n language" t ranslat ion. 
T h a t is, it is in everyday English designed to be unders tood by 
everyone who reads or speaks the language, wherever they may 
be and whatever their id iomat ic or regional speech pat terns . It is 
a direct t ransla t ion, fa i thful to the Hebrew, A r a m a i c and Greek 
in which the Bible was first written. 
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Missions 
Recent staff addit ions at Life Line Mis-
sion include Diana Keefer (Salem United 
Methodis t , PA) , Neil Stem (South Moun-
tain Chapel , PA), David and Margaret 
Croxford and family (Bertie congregation, 
ONT), Susan Helfrick (Elizabethtown, P A 
c o n g r e g a t i o n ) a n d T imothy Swartz 
(Shippensburg, PA, Presbyterian). 
Recent staff additions at Spring Lake 
Retreat are Joe Hyatt (Manhe im, PA 
congregat ion) and Roy and Alva New-
comer (Fairview Avenue congregation, 
Waynesboro , PA). 
Ray and Miriam Heisey, and family who 
served as C a m p Manager of Spring Lake 
Retreat , have been assigned as Superinten-
d e n t of B r o n x M i n i s t r i e s , ba sed a t 
Fellowship Chapel , NY. Joining the VS 
unit in the Bronx is Ken Roberts ( M a n o r 
congregat ion, PA). 
Messiah College 
Boyer to Take New Position 
Dr. Ernest Boyer, U.S . Commiss ioner 
of Educat ion, will become president of the 
Carnegie Foundat ion for the Advancement 
of Teaching in 1980. He will continue in 
his present office during the 1979 session of 
Congress. T h a t will enable him to oversee 
the progress of important legislation in-
volving higher education. 
Dr. Boyer is a 1950 Junior College 
g radua te of Messiah College. A recipient 
of the Distinguished Alumnus Award and 
a former Board of Trustees member , he 
was one of the initiators of the Messiah 
College campus in Philadelphia. 
T h e former chancellor of the Sta te 
Univers i ty of N e w Y o r k , Dr . Boyer 
became U.S. Commiss ioner of Education 
when President Ca r t e r took office in 1977. 
Summer Activities at Messiah College 
As in previous summers , many con-
ferences and other groups will convene at 
the G r a n t h a m campus of Messiah College 
t h i s s u m m e r . A m o n g t h e m a r e 
R E N E W A L 79, the church-wide retreat 
for pastors and wives of the denominat ion, 
and a retreat for Brethren in Christ 
seminarians. 
An exciting innovation is the series of 
Dinner Concer ts , with the first on the 
evening of the spring Commencement , 
May 12. Dave Boyer will be singing. Dino, 
an extraordinary Christ ian pianist, per-
forms with his wife Debbie on June 2, 
Doug Oldham on July 7, and Steve and 
Barbara Mus to on August 4. Contac t 
Howard Walter at the college for more 
information. 
Two 3-week summer sessions are again 
scheduled at Messiah College: the first 
from May 29 through June 15, and the 
second from June 18 through July 6. 
The Alumni Mini-College, "Festival of 
Learning," again directed by Dr. Dorothy 
Gish, will have classes and other activities 
for young and old on July 5-7. 
Men's Basketball 
The men's basketball team is riding the 
crest of a 41 -2 record. They have won three 
tournaments and all their other games but 
2, losing each by a 1-point margin (Jan. 19, 
1979). 
Earl Miller to be Honored 
Earl D. Miller, Professor Emeritus of 
Music at Messiah College, will be honored 
in the college's proposed Fine Ar ts Center . 
The main 400-seat auditorium will be 
named in his honor. 
Initiative for the $500,000 special fund 
effort came f rom two former students of 
Prof. Mil ler—Emerson C. Frey and Aaron 
Mar t in , who have already contacted many 
other former students. 
Earl Miller began teaching in 1927. 
When he retired in 1973, he had put 
Messiah College on the map musically. 
Along the way he taught hundreds of 
pr iva te voice s tuden t s , and coached 
various music groups. H e founded and 
directed the Male Chorus , the Choral 
Socie ty , and the G r a n t h a m O r a t o r i o 
Society. 
F 4 -
Prof. Miller, assisted by Dr . Dorothy 
Gish, was successful in leading the college 
staff and faculty over the top of their 
$100,000 goal for the Fine Arts Center . 
David McBeth, Director of College Ad-
vancement, reports that the $4 million 




A lay minister's license has been issued to Bill 
Casey. Bill and his wife, Brenda, are members of 
the Marlyn Avenue Brethren in Christ Church 
(Baltimore, Md.). • The three-fold observance 
of communion was practiced by the Fairview 
A v e n u e B r e t h r e n in Chr i s t C h u r c h 
(Waynesboro, Pa.) on New Year's Eve. The 
service included a love feast meal, feet washing, 
and the Lord's Supper. • The young people of 
the Five Forks Brethren in Christ Church 
observed Christ's Crusaders Day on Jan. 28 
with guest speaker, Wilbur Besecker. 
Seven ministerial students participated in a 
New Year's Eve service, at the Grantham 
congregation. These students included Bill 
Hardy, Kevin Ryan, Phil Keefer, Darrel 
Brubaker, and Tom Kershner. • The Mar-
tinsburg congregation observed a service of 
communion and feet washing as they concluded 
the 1978 year with a service on New Year's Eve. 
• Donna Crider of the Mt. Rock congregation 
has gone to Anderson, SC, for one year of 
Voluntary Service. 
Ray Chamberlain served as evangelist for 
the Woodbury congregation for their fall 
revival meeting. The congregation received six 
members into fellowship at the December 31 
Sunday morning service. • The Williams 
Grove congregation is negotiating for land for a 
proposed church building. Ray Bert is pastor of 
the congregation. The Mechanicsburg Church 
is working with the congregation in a mother-
daughter relationship. 
Atlantic 
The adults of the Lancaster congregation 
held their Winter Banquet on February 17, with 
Dale H. Engle and Lamar Dourte furnishing 
the music. • The last Sunday of the year for the 
Manor congregation was Layman's Sunday 
with testimonies and messages brought by the 
laity of the congregation. 
Nancy Crider, home on short leave from 
Rhodesia, was the morning speaker at the 
Palmyra Brethren in Christ Church on Sunday, 
January 14. Miss Crider serves under the Board 
for Missions and lives in Bulawayo. • The 
Refton congregation is sponsoring a Viet-
namese family which has arrived in the states 
and is now living in Lancaster. The family has 
come by way of Malaysia where they spent seven 
months subsequent to their escape from Viet-
nam. 
Canadian 
The Falls View congregation was host to the 
Niagara Choral Society for the Sunday evening 
presentation of Handel's "Messiah" January 7. 
• The Massey Place congregation is planning 
the launching of a nursery school with a full 
time staff member during 1979. • John Sider, 
pastor of the Houghton congregation, served as 
evangelist with the Wainfleet congregation 
during the week of February 11-18. 
Sunday, January 28, was the date for the 
official organization and the receiving of charter 
membership for the new W e s t h e i g h t s 
Brethren in Christ congregation in Kitchener. • 
John Young, who has been serving as 
associate pastor of the Sherkston congregation, 
will become the pastor of the Boyle Brethren in 
Christ Church. • A float prepared by the New 
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T h e new Elizabethtown Brethren in 
Chris t Church was dedicated on January 7, 
1979. In spite of snow and inclement 
weather 480 members and friends shared 
in the presentat ion of the church keys from 
the cont rac tor to the Trustees. Pas tor 
Elbert N . Smi th preached the dedication 
sermon for the congregation in the morn-
ing service. Bishop John Byers presented 
the dedicat ion address in the af ternoon 
service. O the r part icipants included Glen 
Pierce, who shared the vision and concern 
of the congregat ion; and Wilmer Heisey, 
who shared the concern for missions and 
ministry of the church. Many friends and 
guests shared in the greetings and wishes. 
In the picture, Mil ton Byers (representing 
J a c o b Habecke r , Inc.) is presenting the 
Life cong rega t i on and en te red in the 
Collingwood Christmas parade was awarded 
first prize. 
Central 
Kenneth Gibson, pastor of the Beulah 
Chapel congregation (Springfield, Ohio) began 
1979 with a series of sermons based on the 
Epistle of James. • Henry and Martha Miller, 
pastoral family of the Fairview congregation 
(Englewood, Ohio) spent January 1-22 at the 
Institute of Holy Land Studies in Israel. • Ron 
and Janice Slabaugh opened the parsonage 
for a New Year's celebration for the members of 
the congregation on New Year's Eve. The 
instructions were that the evening began at 9:30 
and they were to come and stay as long as they 
wished (almost). 
The Sunday evening service of Jan. 7 at the 
Pleasant Hill congregation had a missionary 
emphasis with Phil Thuma speaking. • The 
Amherst congregation shared with the Sippd 
Valley congregation in a Watchnight Service 
held at the Sippo Valley Church. Those who 
attended enjoyed a traditional meal of mashed 
potatoes, sauerkraut, and pork. 
Midwest 
Dale Allison, pastor of Western Hills 
congregation and student of Asbury Seminary, 
keys to the church to Glen Pierce who was 
Cha i rman of the Building Commit tee . 
S t a n d i n g beside Glen Pierce is Wal t 
Heisey, Cha i rman of the Trustees who 
a c c e p t e d t h e keys and p r e s e n t e d a 
challenge to the congregation. Pastor 
Smith is standing beside Mil ton Byers. 
The sanctuary seats approximately 450 
people with room for overflow in the 
adjoining classrooms. The total floor space 
of a p p r o x i m a t e l y 23,000 square feet 
provides classroom and nursery facilities, 
choir rehearsal room, a l ibrary/ lounge, 
office wing, and a versatile Fellowship 
Hall. 
F o l l o w i n g the D e d i c a t i o n S e r v i c e 
friends and guests shared in an open house. 
will be the evangelist for a week of meetings at 
the Zion Church, March 4. 
Pacific 
Beginning with the January 22 service, the 
Upland congregation went to a double worship 
service for their Sunday morning worshipping 
experience. They plan to follow this pattern until 
Easter, at which time the new format will be 
evaluated. 
Weddings 
King-Sellers: Sue E„ daughter of Mr. and 
Mrs. Frank L. Sellers, and J. Bradford, son of Mr. 
and Mrs. James D. King, both of Mechanicsburg, 
Pa., Dec. 30, 1978, in the Camp Hill United 
Presbyterian Church with Rev. Spencer B. Smith 
officiating. 
Obituaries 
Hen: Leon J. Herr, Dillsburg, Pa., bom June 
16, 1922, died January 16,1979. He is survived 
by his mother, Mrs. Sara Sowers; his wife, Mrs. 
June P. Herr; two sons, Barry L. and Frank D.; 
two daughters: Mrs. Harry Smith and Mrs. Terry 
Straub; a brother; two sisters; and five 
grandchildren. Rev. Wilbur Benner conducted 
the funeral service in the Chestnut Grove United 
Methodist Church. Interment was in the Rolling 
Green Cemetery. 
Imler: Joseph A. Imler, Roaring Spring, Pa., 
bom January 7, 1915, died January 9, 1979, in 
the Hershey Medical Center. He was the son of 
Michael E. and Mary (Baker) Imler. On March 
22, 1937, he was married to Regena G. Ruther-
ford who survives. Also surviving are his mother; 
four daughters: Mrs. Doris Shriver, Mrs. Joan 
Knisely; Mrs. Margaret Stumpf, and Pamela; a 
son, Herbert F.; nine grandchildren; and eight 
brothers and sisters. He was a member of the 
Woodbury Brethren in Christ Church where he 
served as Sunday school teacher, trustee, and 
church board member. The funeral service was 
conducted by Rev. Merle J. Horton and Rev. 
Preston C. Parthemer in the Woodbury Church. 
Interment was in the Holsinger Cemetery. 
Lebo: Paul B. Lebo, Mechanicsburg, Pa., 
born Dec. 11, 1918, died Jan. 8, 1979. He was 
the son of Benjamin F. Lebo who survives. He is 
also survived by his wife, Mrs. Blanche I. Lebo; 
four sons: Earl B., Paul G., Leon R., Gary G., 
four daughters: Mrs. Rhoda L. Zollers, Mrs. Doris 
A Nissly, Joanne K., and Carol Anne; a sister 
and 12 grandchildren. He was a member of the 
Mechanicsburg, Brethren in Christ Church 
where the service was conducted by Rev. 
Charles R. Burgard and Rev. Simon Lehman, Jr. 
Interment was in the Mt. Zion Cemetery. 
Wenger: Monroe Wenger, bom Nov. 6, 
1913, in Dillsburg, Pa., died Jan. 14, 1979, in 
Bloomsburg, Pa. He was the son of Bishop and 
Mrs. Edward Wenger who preceded him in 
death. He is survived by his wife, Mrs. Nona Mary 
(Gower) Wenger; a son, William E.; two step-
daughters; Mrs. Mason Holdren and Mrs. 
Richard Brown; two brothers; a sister; nine 
grandchildren; and several nieces and nephews. 
Rev. Charles R. Burgard conducted the funeral 
service in the Mechanicsburg Brethren in Christ 




Pacific March 2-4 
Upland Brethren in Christ Church 
Midwest March 15, 16 
Zion Brethren in Christ 
Atlantic March 30,31 
Cross Roads Brethren in Christ 
Canadian March 31 
Niagara Christ ian College 
Central March 31 
Amhers t Brethren in Christ 
Allegheny April 7 
Green Grove Brethren in Christ 
Other Events: 
N A E Convention March 6-8 
Orlando, Florida 
Board of Administrat ion March 22, 23 
Niagara Christ ian College 
Christian Holiness Association 
Convention April 17-19 
Kankakee, Illinois 
Messiah College Commencement May 12 
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I Want To Die 
a Good Death 
Abraham Schmitt 
"In the name of God Amen. I, John Fretz of the 
Township of Bedminster in the County of Bucks in the 
Province of Pennsylvania, Weaver, being sick in body, but 
of sound memory blessed by God unto this day the twenty-
ninth day of January in the year of our Lord, one thousand 
seven hundred and seventy-two make this as my last Will 
and Testament in manner and form following: 
"First of all it is my Will that when it shall please God to 
call me out of this world my body shall be decently buried, 
and my soul I recommend to God my Savior."1 
Only thirty-three days later his will was probated as he 
requested earlier. His body was given a decent burial and 
his soul was in God's care. 
Two hundred years ago it was common to begin a will 
with these words. Christians, like John Fretz, even in a 
legal document, formally stated their wish for the destiny 
of their soul, their bodies, and their personal and real 
property. 
At one time people cared about dying a good death. I 
admire the man who even has provision for his soul written 
into a legal document. 
As for me, in the month of May, in the year of our Lord, 
one thousand nine hundred and forty-nine, at the age of 
twenty-one, I committed my soul into the hand of God, 
trusting the atoning work of Christ on the cross and the 
power of the Holy Spirit for the remainder of my days on 
earth and for all eternity. 
A good death for me is the absolute certainty that I shall 
go and be with my Savior in a life far superior to this 
earthly life. 
I have lately discovered that there is merit in grappling 
with the meaning of death while I am yet able in body and 
mind. For ten years I have pursued the subject of death 
although it has not pursued me. I am not "sick in body" as 
John Fretz was when he committed his body to the soil, his 
soul to God, and his property to his heirs. At the prime of 
life I stopped my race and took a good long look at the end 
of it all, faced it squarely, then reordered my priority. Like 
Thoreau , I decided to live the rest of my life 
"deliberately." Then, when I also came out of my woods, I 
was ready to face life and death, and not have to say, 
1. A.J. Fretz, A Brief History of John and Christian Fretz, Mennonite 
Publishing Co., Elkhart, Indiana, 1890. Page 17. 
"when I come to die discover that I had not lived." 
Therefore I am convinced that a good death is directly 
related to having lived a good life. Not that I don't have 
regrets, but as a whole it is almost impossible to com-
prehend that my life could have evolved the way it did. 
Maybe I must simply surrender to the explicit statement: 
"All things work together for good to them that love God, 
to them who are the called according to his purpose." 
A good death follows a good life. The most pathetic 
deaths that I have monitored are the ones where people 
have attempted to bring to a closure a life that had not 
been lived. 
I am very aware of my mortality as I bring many things 
to completion. What is most important is that intimate 
family relationships are completed. By this I mean that at 
whatever stage my marriage is, or wherever my children 
are, it is right to the best of my ability. It is not that there 
are no momentary crises and fall-outs, but rather that the 
overall depth relationship is clear and resolved. Should I 
die today I would not want to leave behind a huge 
unresolved wound. Such wounds are very hard to heal 
when the other person has gone forever. 
I've had experiences when it felt so perfectly right to die 
at that moment. A beautiful spiritual victory won in the 
life of a client will at times put me into a state of pure 
euphoria. I mmediately, the hope of heaven floods my mind 
as I know that I have just had a foretaste of perfection yet 
to come. It feels so right to simply utter, "Come, Lord 
Jesus, Come." 
At times the burden is too heavy for me. I feel 
overwhelmed often when I see the chaotic conditions that 
seem to erupt in this world at an ever increasing rapidity. 
At times like that I feel like a good death would be now. 
No, I could never wish to take the "coward's way out" 
as my client defined suicide. Even the euphemism, active 
euthanasia, makes it no less repulsive. I believe this is 
exactly what Job's wife advised him to do instead of 
suffering any further. "Do you still hold fast your in-
tegrity? Curse God, and die." And I would respond with 
Job, "You speak as one of the foolish women would 
speak." 
Wallace Proctor, M.D. from Pocatello, Idaho justified 
his doing it and received national front page publicity 
under the heading "Suicide: Last Act of Love." He was 75 
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years of age and had Parkinson's disease. In a carefully 
worked out plan, he left his wife in Idaho and came to the 
Philadelphia area, where the law is more lenient regarding 
suicide. Here, at a friend's house, where he was invited for 
that purpose, they took a "matter-of-fact" leave, shared a 
final dinner, and he took a lethal dose of medicine. His 
farewell message, in part, said: "Some of you may look 
upon suicide with uneasiness or disfavor, but it may also 
represent a logical, considerate and effective means to 
satisfy one's responsibility to the world. Consideration of 
the termination of my life is at hand." 
I believe the silent voice of a relative of his saw the truth 
more clearly then he did, "I do not mean to criticize, but 
his last act was one of enormous arrogance, to think that 
he alone should not face the onslaught of time, infirmity 
and dependence." 
I would go one step farther and say that suffering can be 
translated to God's glory like no amount of able-bodied 
living can. Young Elihu understood this when he delivered 
his speech to Job and to so-called friends. 
" H e [God] . . . opens their ears by adversity." In 
suffering, man is capable of hearing God speak what he 
never could have understood otherwise. It is the noble lady 
in our midst who in totally hopeless agony can bring a 
whole congregation to its knees week after week. Her 
words are spoken as if directly from God or, at least, from 
near heaven. "Yes, you too can endure it, if you must. God 
will give you power." Now that is heroism for God, and 
not cowardice. 
If I must suffer, then I wish to do it graciously as "unto 
the Lord." May I then hear Him speaking the message 
that I would have missed had I died painlessly. 
But then there is inactive euthanasia, which I can 
include in my concept of dying well. I do not wish to be an 
experimental subject for heroic medicine. For some 
medical men each death is a professional failure. What 
they forget is that it can really be a victory for God. 
"Just don't bother" is what I must put in my will. When 
the continuation of functioning apparatus is only the 
prolongation of dying and not the prolongation of living, 
then don't do that to me. 
As I envision my final moment I would return to the 
death-bed scenes of the Old Testament. I would like to be 
at home like the patriarchs were, with my family around 
me, with all aware that this was the end. Then the freedom 
would be present to talk about it, with me bidding 
everyone farewell, with a final recall of all that life had 
meant for all of us together and of our hopes for a future 
reunion. As for me, I would leave with the absolute 
certainty that Jesus is waiting for me the moment I breathe 
my last breath. 
This certainty, I would tell them, comes from the fact 
that already "I have been crucified with Christ; it is no 
longer I who live, but Christ who lives in me; and the life I 
now live in the flesh I live by faith in the Son of God, who 
loved me and gave himself for me" So it seems natural 
that if an essential part of me has already died and is in the 
safety of God's care the rest must obviously follow. 
I wish my death could portray my life. Hardly could I 
die on my knees like the famous colonial school master, 
Christopher Dock. I am not prone to spend as much time 
in that posture as he did, so the probability is poor. He is 
as well remembered for the way he died as for the teaching 
method that he advocated. Even his tombstone says, 
"Here Christopher Dock, who in 1750 wrote the earliest 
American essay on pedagogy, taught school and here in 
1771 he died on his knees in prayer." 
It was known that Dock prayed at his desk at the end of 
each school day for his pupils. He was found dead next to 
his desk on which was the open roll book, the names of the 
students that he named in his prayer. As his biographer, 
Gerald Studer says, "While he was in conversation with 
God, his spirit returned to God who gave it." His death is 
still speaking as now famous portraits show him on his 
knees at his school with the list of students before him. 
This calls generations of people to prayer for whomever 
they are accountable. 
If my death should portray my life like his did I would 
die with a pen in hand describing the feelings of the final 
moment. I would want that experience described as I 
would want many other moments that seem too precious 
to leave unrecorded. 
A good death to me is the same as a good life—that it be 
to God's Glory. In the name of God, Amen. 
Abraham Schmill is a psychologist from Blooming Glen, Pa. He. with 
his wife, have had a ministry as marriage counselors. He is the author of 
the book. The Art of Listening with Love. 
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It seemed to me that the Mexico 
Chr is tmas Crusade would not be 
possible for Messiah College even 
though groups had participated for the 
past ten years. While the Crusade was 
scheduled for December 18th to 28th, 
examinations were slated through 
December 22nd. Undeterred, a group 
of nine from Messiah believed that 
God was leading them. The Grantham 
Brethren in Christ Church with Pastor 
Robert Ives was a great encourage-
ment during this time. 
The crusade was going to be a 
special one in conjunction with the 
Operation Mobilization Gospel Ship, 
the M / V Doulos (Greek for servant). 
In fact, in a crusade preview 29 
students and faculty from Messiah 
went down to Portsmouth, VA for a 
missions weekend aboard the Doulos. 
Permission was given during this 
weekend for us to arrive late in Mex-
ico and stay over three extra days. It 
seemed that indeed there was an open 
door. 
The vision of the Messiah group was 
to base the effort on promises from the 
Bible and to believe that God would 
fulfill His word. 
"You did not choose me; I chose 
you, and appointed you to go and bear 
fruit, the kind of fruit that endures." 
John 15:16 TEV "To him who is able 
to do so much more than we can ever 
The writer is Assistant Professor of Physics 
and Mathematics. Messiah College. He. with 
his wife Joanne, have been active in Operation 
Mobilization. For a number of years Bob has 
been giving leadership to this Christmas Vaca-







ask for or even think of, by means of 
the power working in us . . . " 
Ephesians 3:20 TEV 
These were two of our fundamental 
promises. 
The Messiah team was grateful to 
G o d when e x a m i n a t i o n s w e r e 
changed, and we were able to leave a 
day early. Two days before departure 
a request was received for the group to 
bring 750 unrecorded cassettes for the 
ship's ministry. It was not a small 
matter to locate this number of 
cassettes, but we were relieved to find 
that the college could supply them at a 
very good price. On December 21st 
the team left for the three-day trip to 
the port city of Tampico, Mexico. 
Special times of worship punctuated 
the traveling to Mexico. Once inside 
the border at Reynosa, a special gift of 
2,000 Spanish tracts were distributed. 
People were eager to receive the free 
literature, and in restaurants, shops, 
and markets the literature was given 
out along with choruses of Feliz 
Navidad (Merry Christmas). 
The team arrived in Tampico after 
some 52 hours of traveling and over-
night stops in Dallas and Pharr, Tex-
as. The ship's ministry was well es-
tablished in the city with over 3,000 
people coming aboard each day to buy 
Christian and cultural books. Groups 
went out from the shop to villages to 
distribute gospel literature and witness 
to the love of Christ. My group was 
composed of equal members of 
Spanish speakers, Mexicans and 
Guatemalans, and English speakers, 
mostly Canadians. I did my best to 
serve as the translator. I came to 
really esteem the Mexican Team 
leader for his joy and flexibility. 
Distribution went well in the village, 
but it was a greater joy to see the 
response to open-air meetings. In one 
meeting after singing, translated 
testimonies, and a message, the local 
pastor gave an invitation to come 
forward to accept Jesus Christ. There 
in the park some ten or more Mex-
icans, mostly young adults, walked up 
to t h e m i n i s t e r a n d r e c e i v e d 
counselling from local Christians. 
Some of us shed tears of joy. 
T o o soon it s eemed , it was 
December 28th and most of the other 
participants returned to their homes. 
The Messiah group decided to go to 
the large market near the ship and 
c o n c e n t r a t e on s e l l i n g N e w 
Testaments. The price was 5 pesos (or 
23 cents). It was at this market and the 
nearby parks that the words "much 
more than we can ever ask for" 
became a reality. For a person to sell 
15 books was considered a good day's 
work. However, in the next day and a 
half over 850 New Testaments, 12 
Bibles, and other books were sold. 
Sometimes people would come up to 
us to ask to buy God's word. It had to 
be the result of prayer based on his 
promises by the team and many 
prayer partners. 
The trip home was a time for 
praising God. He had honored his 
word and sent a group from Messiah 
6000 miles in safety. Each person 
knew that God had taught him valuable 
lesssons in unity, God's faithfulness, 
and the truth of Jesus' words, ". . . 
take a good look at the fields; the 
crops are now ripe . . ." John 4:35 
TEV. 
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Editorial 
An Open Letter 
Dear High School Junior or Senior* 
I f you are a regular reader of these editorials (a rather 
questionable assumption) you may gather that I am a 
denominational man. 
If you see me as a denominational man, you are 
about one hundred and five percent correct. A person 
without denominational loyalties reminds me of Edward 
Everett Hale's The Man Without a Country. He is 
sort of adrift and without identity. A denominational 
relationship adds dimension to congregational life 
and/or meaning to individual faith. 
Knowing my bias you would not be surprised to find that 
I believe that Brethren in Christ congregations 
should support Brethren in Christ missions; Sunday 
schools should use denominational curriculum; and 
members should subscribe to the Evangelical Visitor. Nor 
would you be surprised if I thought that Brethren in Christ 
youth should choose a Brethren in Christ 
College—Messiah no less. 
Not all of you who read this should go to college. I do, 
of course, believe that all youth should train and equip 
themselves for living and for vocation. Since you have 
differing abilities, your training will take different forms. 
All honorable vocations are honorable. We are not biblical 
when we judge persons on the basis of some hierarchy 
of vocations. 
Let me hasten to say that all youth who should go 
to college should go to college (Now that is a profound 
statement, if I ever made one). The lure of a new 
car, a good paying job and/or an early marriage may 
need to be resisted or at least postponed in order that 
one can prepare for a profession or a vocation 
which is satisfying and rewarding. Brethren in Christ 
youth who should go to college should seriously 
consider Messiah. It should be the first option among 
colleges considered. 
Why do I feel this way? Let me give you about five 
reasons. 
1. Messiah is your college. There are many Christian 
colleges. But I believe that you will find Messiah express-
ing the Christian faith more nearly as you understand 
it than any other college. 
Messiah College is not perfect. The Kingdom of God 
has not yet fully come to the Messiah Campus. (Nor 
has it come to most of our congregations). There are 
intimations of the kingdom in classrooms and in 
dormitories; in formal chapels and Gospel Team 
ministries; on the Wittenberg Door and in the Ivy Rustles. 
You will feel at home at Messiah. Here is where you 
belong. 
2. Messiah integrates faith and learning. Messiah is a 
place of learning. Its academic standards are first class. 
It is dedicated to the student who has come to college to 
learn. But it resists academic snobbishness. You do not 
*cc: Parents, youth advisors, and pastors 
need a 4.0 average to be accepted. (They do expect you to 
be able to read and write). 
Messiah is as concerned about wisdom as it is about 
knowledge, and committed to revealed truth as it is 
to natural truth. The fear of God is regarded as the 
beginning of wisdom and Jesus Christ is acknowledged 
to be the way, the truth, and the life. 
3. The cost of attending Messiah is within reach. Do 
not, I repeat, do not assume that you cannot afford to 
attend Messiah. Obviously, it will cost more than a public 
institution, but not as much more as you may think. 
You may need to make a choice between a car and a 
Messiah education. Perhaps the financial package to 
attend Messiah will include a loan. We borrow money to 
buy a car; we use our credit for a stereo. It really becomes 
a question of values. Many things we borrow money for 
depreciate. The worth ofan education appreciates 
and is one thing needful that cannot be taken from you. 
4. Your major is very likely available. J ust as I sug-
gested that you not assume you cannot afford to go, so 
do not assume that you cannot get the major you desire. 
Messiah is unique among Christian colleges with an 
urban campus in Philadelphia. Majors and courses not 
available on the Grantham Campus are available in the 
Philadelphia setting. Living accommodations in an urban 
setting across North Broad Street from one of America's 
large universities provides the best of two worlds—a 
Christian community for living and reflection; 
a secular univerity for exposure and breadth. 
It would be a very exotic major indeed that would not be 
available at Messiah through its Philadelphia connection. 
5. Messiah is more than a four-year college. Here 
friendships are made which last a lifetime. Now, I am 
not referring to marriage as you suspected, although 
that is one of the fringe benefits enjoyed by many for 
which no tuition is charged. 
Rather, I am pointing out that there is an added bonus 
to Brethren in Christ who attend Messiah in that 
friendships made keep being confirmed and enjoyed 
throughout the years following. I saw it in Africa 
on my visit there several years ago. I saw it at a 
seminarians retreat as Messiah alumni met each other again. I 
have experienced it in my own life. 
Christian youth will usually find compatible friends on a 
secular campus. However, there will be little in common 
to cause their paths to cross following college days 
and friendships have a way of fading unless they 
are nurtured by contacts in the years subsequent to 
graduation. 
If I could summarize my concern in a few words it 
would be this: Do not write Messiah off before you check 
it out. If you belong in college you will be accepted at Messiah. 
If you are prepared for some sacrifice, you can afford 
the additional cost. If you are Brethren in Christ, you 
should feel at home. If you value life-long and 
compatible friendships, Messiah is for you. If you wish 
in years to come to name your Alma Mater with pride 
rather than apology, Messiah would be worth all your 
effort. 
I warned you that I was biased but I didn't even mention 
the beautiful campus and modern buildings. You should 
go see these for yourself. I limited myself to basics. That 
is what Messiah is about. 
Sincerely yours, 
John E. Zercher 




Some of us are a strange lot. 
We will sit three hours on a hard wooden bench, or even on cold concrete, to watch 
a football game. The outdoor air conditioning may cause our knees to knock, our 
noses to drip and our teeth to chatter, but we don' t complain. Indeed, we gladly part 
with two to ten dollars for the "privilege." But somehow we complain that a 1'/2-hour 
church service in a comfortable room, with comfortable seats or padded pews, is " t oo 
long." 
We will readily drive 25 or 30 miles to patronize new or well-known steak houses, 
but manage to keep a straight face when we explain that a five or 20-mile drive to 
church is "simply too f a r " to "come out much." 
Some of us spend $200 on annual golf club memberships, not to mention the 
considerable green fees, but balk at an annual $10 per member subsidy for our 
seminary or a subsidy for our colleges. 
Some of us cheerfully lay out $1,000, sometimes much more, for a good home 
stereo set and absorb continuing expenditures for records, tapes, etc., but zipper up 
our pockets when we are asked to chip in $100 for a new church organ or piano. 
Many of us hesitate not at all to take on a $40,000 or $60,000 high interest 
mortgage for a fancy new home, but come up with a fainthearted, "Sorry , no funds 
available," when asked to contribute (pledge!) a few hundred dollars over a three-year 
period for our seminary building program. 
Without batting an eye many of us regularly take out the family for $15 to $30 
Sunday or week-night dinner at the Ponderosa, the Chicken Chalet, Long John 
Silver's or Mother ' s Pizza, but can scrounge up only a single, measley $2 bill for a 
special offering to help alleviate a starvation crisis in Bangladesh. 
Some of us easily spend $800 for a fast motor (the old one is still good but not big 
enough), or much more than that for a flashy boat, yet actually manage a worrisome 
wrinkle and frown when informed that this year 's church " n o r m " is $80. 
And then there are those of us who shell out $2,000 per person to tour Africa, but 
have relatively little left for our brothers and sisters who labor there as missionaries. 
Others of us spend about as much visiting the assorted Mennoni te shrines in 
Europe, from Witmarsum to Zurich, but become obviously inconspicuous when our 
Mennonite schools ask for scholarships or operating funds. 
The illustrations could go on, but may we have already seen ourselves in one or the 
other. We seem to have funds for virtually everything we want, let alone "need ," yet 
our church budgets—local, district, national, international—are, in many cases, 
struggling hard. Why? 
Of course there are also many who give very generously—like the brother who 
annually earns $9,000 and gives over $3,000 to the church. They know who they are; 
they are worthy examples. And those of us who give too little, who live and give by a 
double s tandard, we know who we are, too. So does God. 
John H. Redekop 
The writer teaches political science at Wilfrid 
Laurier University, Waterloo. Ontario. This has 
been reprinted from the Mennonite Brethren 
Herald. Used by permission. 
